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SAT01JUL – SUN02JUL
SWEET’ART: GAME FACE @ TANNER STREET GALLERY
PV SAT01JUL 18:00 – 22:00
A group exhibition exploring the relationship between art and games from a
feminist perspective.
Game Face brings together a range of visual artists whose work explores
the relationship between art and games. Each artist tackles the theme
in an idiosyncratic way, examining aspects of games and play through
technique, materials and subject. Feminist themes form an integral part of
the exhibition; works such as Alex Hovet’s subversion of sleazy computer
game character ‘Leisure Suit Larry’ and Han Caroline’s exploration of the
perceptions of gamer girls ask the viewer to consider gender roles in games
production and consumption.

SAT01JUL-SUN02JUL
PIXEL TEARS @ TANNER STREET GALLERY
SAT 20:00 & SUN 17:00 (£6/£8)
‘Pixel Tears’ follows a young woman wandering through her post breakup
emotional landscape. With the aid of an online therapy program, ‘Google
Chrome’, her therapist, analyses her browsing history, data and text
messages to make the recovery as quick and efficient as possible. This
performance is interwoven with spoken word, pop songs and projections,
continually shifting between the banal and the surreal.

SAT01JUL
MISS HOKUSAI @ THE BRITISH MUSEUM
14:30 – 16:15 (£5/£3)
This award-winning animated film explores the later years of Hokusai.
O-Ei works with her father Katsushika Hokusai on his great works but has
to deal with his short temper and lack of interest in worldly things such as
money or society. O-Ei, however, has inherited her father’s talent and it soon
starts to get her into trouble.

TUE04JUL
QUEER AND THE CITY @ RIBA LONDON
18:30 – 20:30 (£14 / £11)
Starkers and RIBA celebrate PRIDE IN LONDON 2017
Come draw the nude against dramatic projections of buildings and cities at
moments of Queer history. From the Khajuraho temples in India to London
in 1967 when homosexuality was decriminalised, RIBA’s extensive archives
provide the inspiration to celebrate Queer culture around the world. Two of
London’s finest models will pose together to bring these moments to life.

WED05JUL
NATASHA MENDONCA: STRANGE LOVE @ TATE MODERN
18.30–21.00 (£8)
This debut feature from Indian artist and curator Natasha Mendonca follows
the intersecting lives of Suman, a punk, jazz and slam poetry vocalist, and
Khush, a rickshaw driver in the process of transitioning to a male body.
Unrequited love, betrayal and friendship underlie a larger narrative of city
hustle as Suman explores what forms her artistic practice can take outside
of the predominantly hetero-patriarchal Bollywood industry and Khush
strives to make a working-class wage. Through its intimate gaze, Strange
Love investigates how attitudes toward sex and relationships are shaped
by mainstream entertainment and how these longings cut across the class
divide.

WED05JUL
TENDER LOIN #10 @ STEAKHOUSE LIVE
19:00 – 22:00 (£8/£6)
Join us for our regular sell-out Live Art performance event.
Featuring live work from Phill Bedwell & Noëmi Lakmaier, Johanna Linsley &
Justin Hunt, Eunjung Kim and Gur-Arie Piepskovits .
Tender Loin is an opportunity to experience artists testing new live works in
a laid-back and friendly atmosphere.

THU06JUL
TOM OF FINLAND: DADDY AND THE MUSCLE ACADEMY @ PRINCE
CHARLES CINEMA
18:30
Daddy and the Muscle Academy is a documentary about the legendary
illustrator and gay icon Tom of Finland. Tom, himself, tells his own life story,
starting with his childhood in rural Finland, and going on to the influence
on him of WWII, his drawings and his experience in the United States. Tom
describing his drawing method and explains the personal and professional
motives behind his drawings. Presenting early childhood sketches and
the iconic leather men drawings, the viewer gets a retrospective of Tom’s
worldwide known illustrations.

THU06JUL
MARLENE DIETRICH – THE ULTIMATE GAY ICON @ CINEMA MUSEUM
19:30
Join Terry Sanderson for his highly-praised show exploring the life and
career of this fascinating and complex personality. Not only will we see
generous clips of some of Dietrich’s campest films, we’ll take a look at her
heroic efforts to oppose the Nazis. For this work she received the highest
civilian honours from the Americans, the French and the Belgians. The
evening culminates with a showing, on the big screen, of Marlene’s famously
fabulous one-woman concert, with which she enchanted the world.
Recorded in Australia in 1963, accompanied by Burt Bacharach and his
orchestra, this is Dietrich at her peak. Don’t miss this special Pride Festival
performance.
THU06JUL
FRINGE X PRIDE SCREENING – THE SAME DIFFERENCE @ GENESIS
CINEMA
20:30
Confronting expectations of oppressive gender performance and lesbianon-lesbian discrimination, this compelling documentary becomes a platform
for queer women of colour to discuss hypocrisy intersecting race, gender
and sexuality.
Director Nneka Onuorah combines powerful spoken word performance,
music, interviews, gatherings and direct confrontations to weave together a
rich narrative of experiences from bisexual invisibility and studs bearing the
children in their relationship to restrictively specific dress codes and silent
disciplining that occurs between community members. Each encounter
makes a mark and an influence on one another, including cameos from Lea
DeLaria and Felicia “Snoop” Pearson (The Wire). This is just one moment in a
continuing dialogue.

THU06JUL
A WOMAN, A PART + Q&A @ ICA
18:20 (£7/£11)
This critically-acclaimed new film marks the feature-length debut of
celebrated filmmaker and artist Elisabeth Subrin (Shulie, Sweet Ruin). It’s
an astute critique of how women are portrayed in media, the ways in which
personal relationships intertwine with and shape the creative process, and
the difficulty of change — all set against a gentrifying New York City. Siff is
a revelation as Anna, movingly portraying a woman at a crossroads who
exists in different versions to different people. The role of Kate offers a
major showcase to Cara Seymour, who shines as her conflicted, wary friend,
struggling to stay sober and create a life for herself outside the spotlight.

THU06JUL
SELF.STYLED EXHIBITION LONDON @ SHEDLONDON
17:00
A documentation of some of the most stylish and individual people.
Do you dare to be different? Photography by Anthony Lycett.

THU06JUL
GENDER TROUBLE – EXHIBITION @ DOOMED GALLERY DALSTON
18:00 – 21:00
‘Gender Trouble’ is Anna Sampson’s first solo show in London, showcasing
a collection of new photographs that challenge the notion of gender
identity. Shot over the past two years, her images posit a suggestion that
true feminism requires real equality - and that there should be no hierarchy
between the sexes. By merging and blurring gender clichés and stereotypes,
Anna seeks to free gender from its bipolar shackles, supporting Judith
Butler’s argument by demonstrating that gender, like sexuality, is fluid and
non-binary.
THU06JUL
DALSTON SUPERSTORE GALLERY PRESENTS: QUEER SPACE @
DALSTON SUPERSTORE
19:00 – 22:00
Queer Space is an exhibition drawing Queer artifacts and ephemera from
national archives, personal collections and influential Queer meccas to
create a brief but passionate exploration of Queer culture over the last
century.
With parties and events designed around the exhibition throughout its run,
including talks, performances and workshops, we celebrate and affirm our
Queer identity. We do not claim this to be representative of the whole story
but a foundation for more stories to be told. This is an organic exhibition
and would want this to provide a platform for further individual and
collective narratives to be unveiled. We invite those who want to share their
own personal stories of spaces, to do so.
THU06JUL
RVT FILM CLUB: IN BED WITH MADONNA @ RVT
19:00
In Bed With Madonna. Or ‘Truth or Dare’ as it was known in the U.S.
Madonna’s eponymous documentary which chronicles her life during her
1990 Blonde Ambition world tour – it was the highest grossing documentary
of that time making nearly $30,000,000 at the box office and was relatively
well received by the critics.
It is fair to say that as a documentary film, it was the first to portray gay men
in a positive and open way post the aids aftermath of the 80’s and featured
the first kiss between two men on screen. It was open and proud. The film
features simulated fellatio & masturbation, tense parental relationships,
upset catholics (the then pope was well annoyed apparently), banned shows
and a lot of drama. Well it would really… it’s Madonna

FRI07JUL
STANLEY PICKER LECTURES: GEORGINA STARR @ ICA
18:30 (£3/£5)
Georgina Starr is a British artist working with video, sound and performance.
Her works are known for their complex and fragile emotional narratives,
in which she explores female identity, history and fiction to create multilayered theatrical events and installations. Starr often appears in the
artwork, either as a performer or narrator. The inherently speculative truth
of memory and biography are endlessly transformed and explored through
her work—“Everything happens as if it were experienced twice, as though
recorded, listened again and rewritten, once for herself and then again for
the stranger inside her.”

FRI07JUL
WHAT MAKES AN OBJECT LGBTQ? @ THE BRITISH MUSEUM
18:30 – 19:45 (£5/£3)
A panel of speakers tries to answer one question – what makes an object
LGBTQ?
The panel includes Laura Phillips, co-curator of the current Room 69a
display Desire, love, identity: exploring LGBTQ histories, and Professor
Richard Parkinson, University of Oxford, and author of A Little Gay History:
desire and diversity across the world.

FRI07JUL
LIBRARY SHOW AND TELL: QUEERING THE ARCHIVE @ TATE BRITAIN
12.30–13.30 & 13.30–14.30 (free with ticket)
The show and tell will discuss the role of the library and archive in providing
access to often hidden narratives of art history through a selected display of
resources available for staff and visitors researching LGBTQ art.

FRI07JUL
THERE IS NO PRESENT LIKE TIME @ NR STUDIOS UK
19:00-21:00
NR PROJECT opens its doors on the 7th July with the inaugural curatorial
project ‘THERE IS NO PRESENT LlKE TIME’ curated by Ines Valle, wherein will
be presented as an immersive visual experience sharing personal stories of
three artists who are pushing the boundaries of tattooing – Carola Deutsch,
Hanumantra Lamar and A++Void.
This curatorial project depicts the truth that tattoo as an art form is
ephemeral as life itself and, a tattoo tends to be a personal expression of
someone’s life story on their own body, thus this project aims to surpass
these usual suppositions by inviting tattoo artists from across the globe to
share one personal story that has marked them as individuals.

FRI07JUL
QUEER BASH @ THE GLORY
19:00 – 22:00
A night of PRIDE! Cabaret / Poetry / Live Music / VJ / DJ
Downstairs from 7pm for the benefit of The Outside Project, London’s first
LGBTQ+ Crisis Winter Night Shelter.
Performances by: LEZ DREENA / ‘WACKO’ JACK COLE / GON7O / ANDOR
MERKS / VELODROME / DANIEL VERSUS THE WORLD

FRI07JUL
NICOLA HUNTER LOST BODIES TOUR @ TOYNBEE STUDIOS
19:00 – 21:00 (£12/£10)
Lost Bodies Tour arrives in London for a special one night only at Artsadmin
Her body transpired into the darkness that day. Her last breath grew
wings: pulling the soul from beneath her bones to the next life. Grief births
a visceral journey, which swells and tears the skin, spitting you out onto
barren lands. There was death and it took me with it.
The first few breaths of a new life, with a new voice, in new flesh. In ‘Lost
Bodies’ live artist Nicola Hunter returns to performance to celebrate loss as
a strengthening process, a metamorphosis and a return to the wild.

FRI07JUL
FORUM: OFFENDING WOMEN @ GBS THEATRE
14:00 - 16:00 (£5)
A forum on female transgression and punishment, breaking the female
mould and challenging perceptions within today’s society.
Women@RADA lead Offending Women alongside guest speakers from Clean
Break theatre company. Women@RADA is a grassroots collective founded
by Natasha Rickman, Rhiannon Oliver, and Melanie Jessop and run by RADA
students and graduates. They hold the belief that achieving long-lasting
change requires a concerted and collective effort.

FRI07JUL
PEACHES (LIVE), EROL ALKAN AND DAN BEAUMONT @ XOYO
21:00 – 4:00 (£20)
The gender-annihilating Peaches will be on stage for a rare London
appearance, glitter and all – an experience not to be missed.

FRI07JUL
A VISION OF LOVE REVEALED IN SLEEP WITH NEIL BARTLETT @TATE
BRITAIN
19:00 (free)
Bartlett’s piece was acclaimed as one of the defining queer performances
of the decade when he originally created it at the height of the first wave
of the British AIDS epidemic in 1987. To celebrate the inclusion of Simeon
Solomon’s work in the Queer British Art 1861-1967 exhibition, Bartlett
revives the piece for one night only, performing it amidst the masterpieces
of the nineteenth century gallery of Tate Britain. The performance
is followed by a discussion about the shifting histories of queer art,
performance and culture between Bartlett and Dominic Johnson, who is
a writer about live art histories, and a Reader in Performance and Visual
Culture at Queen Mary University of London.

SAT08JUL
DUCKIE DECRIM: 1967 @ ROYAL VAUXHALL TAVERN
21:00 (£8)
On Gay Pride Night, Duckie celebrates 50 years of DeCrim at the Royal
Vauxhall Tavern with lots of very old drag from the very old drag days.
Starring John Smith, Travis Alabanza, FKA, and The Phoenix. Introducing
Legs 67 which includes Thom Shaw, Eleanor Perry & Daniel Hay-Gordon.
Compered by slick & smooth ‘sixties modernist Amy Lamé. 1960s camp
platters & rockers revenge by dog rough ‘sixties selectors Readers Wifes.
Armed with licence from Lambeth Council and TFL - we hope! - Duckie and
the RVT are turning the big pedestrian railway arch next door into a 1960s
gay club. After the Wolfdenden Report and before the Summer of Love there
was always dog rough drag at the Royal Vauxhall Tavern. Until 1967 benders
were 100% illegal … but nowadays the only crimes are the ones against
fashion.

SAT08JUL
INTIMATE TRESPASS: HAPTICALITY, WAYWARDNESS, AND THE
PRACTICE OF ENTANGLEMENT @ SERPENTINE GALLERIES
12:00 (£5.00/£0.00)
On the occasion of Arthur Jafa’s exhibition, Professor Saidiya Hartman
(Columbia University) joins scholars, artists and writers to discuss themes
from her landmark text, Scenes of Subjection, including questions of
political economy and ecology, race, gender and legal theory. Presented in
collaboration with Dr. Rizvana Bradley (Yale University), with support from
Women & Performance, a journal of feminist theory. Participants include
Helen Cammock, Tina Campt, Jack Halberstam, Saidiya Hartman, Karen Salt
and more to be announced.

SAT08JUL – FRI28JUL
EDINBURGH PREVIEWS 2017 @ THE HACKNEY SHOWROOM
A whole host of talent takes over Hackney Showroom for our Edinburgh
Fringe Festival Previews during July. Get first dibs on all the best new shows
before they head north to make their Scottish debut…

SAT08JUL
SHORTS: ANTHEM, AFFIRMATIONS, NO-REGRETS - A MARLON RIGGS
RETROSPECTIVE @ BERNIE GRANT ART CENTRE
American filmmaker, poet and gay rights activist Marlon Riggs’ films
scrutinise blackness, racism, sexual identity, and the stigma of HIV/AIDS.
Upcoming titles in the Marlon Riggs Retrospective include: MARLON RIGGS
SHORTS (8 Jul) and BLACK IS... BLACK AIN’T (12 Aug).

SAT08JUL
YOU ARE NOT ALONE - LAUNCH EVENT AND PERFORMANCE PARTY
@ FOCAL POINT GALLERY (SOUTHEND-ON-SEA)
20:00 – 00:00 (£8)
‘YOU ARE NOT ALONE’ is a new temporary commission by Southendbased artist Scottee that marks fifty years since the decriminalisation of
homosexuality. Installed on both sides of the railway bridge spanning the
width of Southend High Street, the commission will be visible for half a mile
along the town’s main thoroughfare. To launch this new artwork, Focal Point
Gallery and Scottee invite you to a queer performance knees up starring
some of the top radical artists of LGBTQIA* culture in the UK. Performers
include: Scottee / Lucy McCormick / Russella / T*Bitch / Joshua Ruthless /
E15 Queers

SAT08JUL
JULIA STONEHOUSE BOOK READING @ THE FEMINIST LIBRARY
14:00 – 16:00
Julia Stonehouse, author of Idols to Incubators will be holding a booklaunch
and Q&A about her new book The Misconception Files. Open to all.
Donations to the Library welcome.
The Misconception Files highlights the pivotal but erroneous conviction of
patriarchy: there is no mother. Of course, a woman carries the child and
gives birth but the source of that child, the seed of life, was believed to come
from the man alone. With this misconception, patriarchy seemed logical
and became inevitable. It was the mortar that held the components of the
oppressive tower of patriarchy in place. Science overturned the male-seed
theory around the turn of the 20th century, yet that revolution is practically
unknown. And before patriarchy there were other ideas of conception, with
women at their centre.

FRI09JUL
INVITES ARTISTS PRESENTATION: BEA BONAFINI @ ZABLUDOWICZ
15:00 – 17:00 (free)
To celebrate the end of her show, artist Bea Bonafini discusses its key ideas
with curators Stella Bottai and Mia Pfeifer, surrounded by a pasta backdrop,
which will then be cooked and shared.

MON10JUL
JOE SUTHERLAND: MODEL / ACTRESS @ THE GLORY
12:00 – 13:00 (FREE)
Joe Sutherland, Comedian and Drag Hag, brings his debut solo show to its
spiritual home before schlepping it up to the Edinburgh Fringe.
This is the tale of a former model, turned aspiring model, chasing fame at
any cost. From the depths of poverty to the heights of the fashion industry,
to the middles of a temp agency.

MON10JUL – MON14AUG
PROJECTIONS: DAVID BOWIE MUSIC VIDEOS AND FILMOGRAPHY @
THE FREUD MUSEUM
19:00 – 21:00 Six Week Course (£100)
In the new 6-week PROJECTIONS lecture series by Mary Wild, psychoanalytic
theories of Sigmund Freud, Carl Jung and Jacques Lacan will establish
the interpretive framework to study David Bowie’s music videos and
filmography, with a focus on his personas, experience of trauma, struggle
with mental illness, addiction, isolation, and attainment of creative
autonomy.
TUE11JUL
DIRECTEDBYWOMAN2017 – DAUGHTERS OF THE DUST @ GENSESIS
CINEMA
20:50
At the dawn of the 20th century, a family in the Gullah community of coastal
South Carolina -- former West African slaves who adopted many of their
ancestors’ Yoruba traditions -- suffers a generational split. Young Haagar
(Kaycee Moore) wants to move to the mainland away from tradition-bound
matriarch Nana (Cora Lee Day). Former prostitute Yellow Mary (Barbara-O)
gets a cold shoulder when she returns to the island with her female lover,
especially from her sister Viola (Cheryl Lynn Bruce).

TUE11JUL
WERK IN PROGRESS @ THE GLORY
20:00 – 23:00
Jonny Woo opens up the doors of The Glory to all performers with new work
in development. This is a programmed ‘open mic’ evening of all performance
styles for queer artists. Whether its lip-sync, spoken word, live music, live-art
or stand-up, all are welcome.
Dates for the event are: Tuesdays - 11th, 18th and 25th July and 1st August.

WED12JUL
FEMINIST INTERNET FUTURES STUDIO: VISIBILITY AND
REPRESENTATION @ CSM
18:30 – 21:00
Social media demands intensive processes of self-representation and selfexploitation, and relentlessly commodifies women’s bodies and opinions. It
also offers opportunities for women to develop their own voices and enact
their (political) agency.
How should we respond to these demands and possibilities within a feminist
framework? What do women look like on the internet – how are they
self-styled and represented by others? Who is invested in female identity
being constructed in a certain way - corporations? employers? universities?
governments? Is that what we want?

WED12JUL – SUN22OCT
SOUL OF A NATION: ART IN THE AGE OF BLACK POWER @ TATE
MODERN
This summer Tate Modern will present Soul of a Nation: Art in the Age of
Black Power, a landmark exhibition exploring how these issues played
out among and beyond African American artists from 1963 to 1983.
At a time when race and identity became major issues in music, sport
and literature, brought to public attention by iconic figures like Aretha
Franklin, Muhammad Ali and Toni Morrison, ‘Black Art’ was being defined
and debated across the country in vibrant paintings, photographs, prints
and sculptures. Featuring more than 150 works by over 60 artists, many
on display in the UK for the first time, Soul of a Nation will be a timely
opportunity to see how American cultural identity was re-shaped at a time
of social unrest and political struggle.

WED12JUL
LISTENING TO IMAGES: A CONVERSATION @ ICA
18:30 (£8.00/£6.00)
Tina Campt, Professor of Africana and Women’s and Gender Studies,
Director of the Barnard Center for Research on Women, and Chair of the
Africana Studies Department at Barnard College-Columbia University,
presents work from her recently published book Listening to Images (Duke
University Press, 2017). This publication theorises the everyday practices
of refusal and fugitivity enacted in a frequently overlooked genre of black
vernacular photographs she calls ‘quiet photography.’ Her talk is followed by
a conversation with Rizvana Bradley, Assistant Professor of Film and Media
Studies and African-American Studies at Yale University. Their discussion
will explore the historicisation of different photographic archives within
the Afrodiaspora, ranging across American, European and South African
contexts, and will touch upon the global circulation of black iconicity and the
possibilities for visual resistance within images of vulnerability and captivity.

THU13JUL – TUE18JUL
CAROLINE HALLIDAY: BARE FEET KEEP YOU SAFE-A FEMINISZT
RETROSPECTIV @ A/SIDE-B/SIDE GALLERY
An exciting chance to see my absurd, unusual feminist art, with friends and
family artists, all styles all media.
PARTY Friday 14th 6pm to 10pm.
DONATIONS to Athens Refugees Art are really welcome.

THU13JUL – SUN10SEP
MONA AL QADIRI: THE CRAFT @ GASWORKS
PV WED12JUL 18:30 – 20:30
The exhibition comprises sculptures, videos and sound works that envisage
international diplomacy as an alien conspiracy. Shown in two distinct
environments – a mysterious, pitch black anteroom and an American diner
– these semi-autobiographical works of science fiction unearth the unlikely
stories lurking in the shadows of the artist’s childhood in Kuwait. Revisiting
the fantasies that she and her sister elaborated during these early years,
they depict the culture and rituals of diplomacy by which they were then
surrounded as literally otherworldly to the current rise of nationalism and
political populism.

THU13JUL
BEYOND PERSONAE @ THE HACKNEY SHOWROOM
20:00 (£8/£10)
German pop prince, Alexander Geist returns to host the second in his series
of queer performance salons.
Internationally renowned shapeshifters Fancy Chance, Shay Shay and GFOTY
join Geist for a night of music, drag and conversations all about the power of
personae.
THU13JUL
LADA SCREENS - LIZ ROSENFELD @ THE WHITE BUILDING LADA
19:00 – 22:00 (FREE)
This month’s online LADA Screens is the film Proliferations - Part I by Liz
Rosenfeld.
Proliferations - Part I will also be shown at the LADA Screens launch event,
alongside a selection of other works by Liz and films from LUX’s archive
which explore cruising, female bodies and desire. These include Dyketactics
by Barbara Hammer (1974), Liz’s remake of this film (Untitled) Dyketactics
Revisited (2005) and Gentlemen by David Farringdon (1998). The screenings
will be followed by a discussion with Liz Rosenfeld and invited guests.

FRI14JUL
‘CONSUMING GENDER’: ASSUMING GENDER SYMPOSIUM @ CARDIFF
UNIVERSITY
10:00-17:00
Assuming Gender is a postgraduate research group at Cardiff University,
dedicated to the timely analysis of constructions of gendered texts,
practices, and subjectivities. It features and discusses research from a
diverse range of methodologies and approaches to gender studies, and
includes work in feminist theories, queer theories, critical and cultural
theory, literature, film studies, sociology, and other relevant fields.

FRI14JUL
THE SHAYSHAY SHOW - SPECTRUM PRIDE @ LIMEWHARF
18:00 – 23:00 (£5)
This is a pride for those of us who get left off pride posters. For the letters
we can’t be bothered to list.* This one is for the in-betweeners. It’s for all the
colours of our world. This pride is for those of us who have to work twice as
hard to get half as far!
This event is a fundraiser for THE OUTSIDE PROJECT, Creating the UK’s 1st
LGBTQ+ Homeless Crisis Winter Shelter! We are fundraising to buy Status
Quo’s first tour bus to use as a crisis, homeless winter shelter for the
LGBTQ+ community here in London.

FRI14JUL – SAT28OCT
ZANELE MUHOLI: SOMNYAMA NGONYAMA, HAIL THE DARK LIONESS
@ AUTOGRAPH ABP
PV THU13JUL 18:30 – 20:30
In more than 60 photographs Muholi uses her body as a canvas to confront
the politics of race and representation in the visual archive.
Taken primarily in Europe, North America and Africa, each portrait
asks critical questions about social justice, human rights and contested
representations of the black body. Muholi’s psychologically charged portraits
are unapologetic in their directness as she explores different archetypes
and personae, and offers personal reflections.

SAT15JUL
BOUCHRA OUIZGUEN: CORBEAUX @ TATE MODERN
14.00–14.40 & 17.00–17.40 ( free)
In Corbeaux (crows) the dark silhouettes of women emerge from the
shadows, silently they come and then stop. Forming geometric alchemical
arrangements, they move repeatedly accompanied by extraordinary
piercing cries.

SAT15JUL – SUN15OCT
ROSE FINN-KELCEY: LIFE, BELIEF AND BEYOND @ MODERN ART
OXFORD
Modern Art Oxford presents Life, Belief and Beyond, the first posthumous
exhibition of works by the highly acclaimed and influential artist Rose
Finn-Kelcey (1945–2014). Life, Belief and Beyond focuses on Finn-Kelcey’s
explorations of power, performance, political commentary, and perceptions
of the self, belief and spirituality.
Finn-Kelcey’s work is conceptually powerful, profound and is characterised
by a dry wit that belies the formidable intelligence and deep humanity that
drove her practice. A central figure in the performance and feminist art
scene in Britain for over four decades, her work is intimately concerned with
social dialogue, populism, activism, and how these tools of communication
intersect with complex systems of power.

SAT15JUL
DISABILITY JUSTICE QUEER TOUR OF LONDON @ SOHO SQUARE,
LONDON,
W1D 3, UNITED KINGDOM
14:00 – 18:00
How can I be proud of my LGBT+ identity at ‘Pride in London’ if I can’t even
get to the bar to celebrate? How can I mince, flirt and meet others if there
is not even 1 LGBT+ bar or club that is fully accessible to the LGBT+ disabled
community? How can I be proud of my impairments if i’m discriminated to
come on Pride?
Well join me - Josh - a ‘Queer Tours of London - A Mince Through time’ guide,
trainee lawyer and sexual revolutionary whilst we take to the streets and in
true queer provocative style do an informative and interactive tour of Soho
to share the lived realities of the LGBT+ disabled community.

SAT15JUL
DEEP ANGER TRUE LOVE TENDER CARE @ THE HORSE HOSPITAL
19:00 – 21:30 (£6)
Join us for an evening of screenings and performances articulating the
strange and vital and complex intersections of love, rage, care, and survival,
especially from feminist, queer, and anti-racist perspectives.
The event is open to all women (trans, intersex and cis), and all those who
experience oppression as women (including non-binary and gender nonconforming people). There will be no policing of this policy whatsoever by
organisers, artists, or the audience – if you feel you fit this description, you
are welcome.
All funds from tickets to go to Sisters Uncut and S.W.E.A.T.
ARTISTS: Ayesha Tan-Jones, Eimear Walshe, Hannah Black, Nina Wakeford,
Felix Kawitzky, Buhlebezwe Siwani, Caspar Heinemann, Mijke van der Drift &
Alex Reuter, Marianne Thesen Law, Sharon Kivland, Laura Nicholson, Victoria
Sin, Clémentine Bedos, Michelle Williams Gamaker, Daniel BrathwaiteShirley, Linda Stupart

MON17JUL
COLLECTIVE MANIFESTOS FOR A COLLECTIVE FUTURE @ TATE
MODERN
18:30 (£9/£6)
Explore the issues of gender and race in contemporary art through collective
manifestos
In 2012 Cuban artist Tania Bruguera wrote her Manifesto on Artists’ Rights
where she stated: ‘Art is not a luxury. Art is a basic social need to which
everyone has a right’. Over time, artists have used manifestos to unite,
collaborate and voice dissent. Finding strength in numbers, groups of artists
have developed creative coalitions grounded in ideological purpose in both
the real and virtual world. This performative event brings together Gabrielle
de la Puente and Zarina Muhammad of The White Pube with Raisa Kabir
and Raju Rage of Collective Creativity to present their manifestos for change
through subversion as much as allegiance, which challenge the social and
political order of now. After their presentations a discussion between them
is led by Mark Miller, Convenor of Young Peoples Programmes, Tate.

TUE18JUL
I WILL HOLD YOUR GAZE: TRANS AND NON-BINARY EXHIBITION @
COOKHOUSE GALLERY CHELSEA COLLEGE OF ART
PV 18:00 – 21:00
Curated by Lily Waite, I Will Hold Your Gaze aims to provide a much-needed
space and platform for trans and non-binary students and graduates
across UAL, highlighting and celebrating their voices. As in society, the trans
community within the ‘art world’ is still massively underrepresented, and
often overlooked, and ignored.
A trans-disciplinary exhibition, I Will Hold Your Gaze will attempt to explore
gender, race, sexuality, and identity through different media, as well as
reacting to the broader art world and media’s ignorance and problematic
view- and standpoints, whilst navigating cis and male gazes, resulting in an
exhibition that provides and authentic insight into the lives of trans and
non-binary individuals.

WED19JUL
FEMINIST INTERNET FUTURES STUDIO: TECHNOLOGICAL FEMINISMS
@ CSM
18:30 – 21:00
Technological feminisms: quantified self, porn & motherhood.
The production of algorithms and the design of technological platforms
express and reflect existing sociological and cultural biases. It often takes
place within environments that do not embrace feminist ideologies, but
rather reinforce white, male, patriarchal vectors of dominance.
What, then, is a ‘feminist’ technology? What does it look like and how might
it be made? How can we ensure that technologies produce and strengthen
feminist ideologies?

THU20JUL
THE ANNUAL BRIGHTON TRANS AND NON BINARY CONFERENCE @
UNIVERSITY OF BRIGHTON (BRIGHTON)
09:00 – 17:00
The Annual Brighton trans and non-binary conference invites trans and
non-binary people; researchers; people from the public, community and
voluntary sector, and those who want to know more about trans lives and
trans issues to the 2017 conference.
Alongside Brighton Trans Pride (21st-23rd July 2017), this year’s Annual
Brighton Trans Conference seeks to bring trans and non-binary people,
researchers and allies (as well as those who seek to work better with trans
and non-binary people) together in order to work towards making a more
trans and non-binary inclusive society.
Confirmed keynote speakers: Jack Monroe, Meg-John Barker, EJ Scott, Juno
Roche

THU20JUL – SUN13AUG
TRAJAL HARRELL: HOOCHIE KOOCHIE: A PERFORMANCE EXHIBITION
@ THE BARBICAN
THU-FRI 14:00 – 21:00, SAT – SUN 12:00 – 18:00 (£12/£8)
Step into the dreamlike world of Trajal Harrell and uncover a series of
imaginative encounters. Harrell’s performances are carefully crafted
blends of fact and fiction in which he skilfully mixes the conceptual with
the whimsical in an inventive, playful and sassy way. His choreography
meshes together ideas and movements from across the globe spanning
many cultures and centuries: from Japanese butoh dancing, postmodern
and modern dance, to Classical Greek dancing, erotic dancing, voguing and
entertainment alongside his signature use of runway movement.

SAT22JUL – SUN23JUL
AFROPUNK LONDON @ PRINTWORKS
14:00 – 23:00 (£45/£120)
Come to AFROPUNK London 2017 to feel the music, free your mind,
and enjoy an incredible lineup of ground breaking icons and emerging
talents. AFROPUNK London helps set the stage for dynamic artwork and
contributions from gifted visual artists far and wide.

SAT22JUL
HOW IT FEELS TO BE FREE @ TATE MODERN
In dialogue with Tate Modern’s Soul of a Nation: Art in the Age of Black
Power exhibition, this two-screening programme explores experimental
approaches to documentary in the films of four African American artists.
Shot in Chicago, New York and Los Angeles between the mid 1960s and
the early 1980s, the works in this series proposed new challenges to the
traditions of Direct cinema, the filmic portrait, dance film and video essay.
Navigating questions of performance, subjectivity, documentation and the
creative process, these works initiate powerful dialogues between filmmaker
and subject.

SAT22JUL
MUSEUM OF TRANSOLOGY TEAM AT TRANS PRIDE @ BRUNSWICK
SQUARE GARDENS (BRIGHTON)
10:00 – 16:00 (FREE)
At Trans Pride 2017, the Museum of Transology will be accepting object
donations to the collection that will form a mini-exhibition at the Brighton
Museum & Art Gallery later in the year. Join the MoT team for a shift on the
MoT stall in Brunswick Square gardens on 22 July to help document these
objects, assist people to tell their stories and hand out stickers for free
weekend entry to the exhibition. All helpers will be given a free ticket to the
limited invite-only launch party with trans bands and djs being held inside
the Brighton Museum & Gallery to launch the Trans Pride week of events.

SAT22JUL
AN EVENING WITH BOOBY TUESDAY @ EAGLE LONDON
19:00 – 4:00
For the first time on stage in 63 years, Eagle London is very pleased to
announce a one-off appearance by the one and only Booby Tuesday on
Saturday 22nd July. A retrospective review of her finest repertoire together
with her latest innovatory performance art & dance numbers. Accompanied
by music from HRH The Princess Julia and Tony Fletcher

MON24JUL
CHALLENGES IN QUEER AND FEMINIST MIGRATION AND DIASPORA
STUDIES @ SOAS
16:00-20:30
The Centre for Gender Studies at SOAS invites you to a two-day conferencediscussion on the theme of queer and feminist migration and diaspora
studies. The conference will provide a transdisciplinary context for queer
and feminist knowledge production on non/belonging, anti-/racism, anti-/
migratism, borders and anti-/nationalism, among other topics. We will build
upon the idea of thinking through migration and diaspora as, like gender
and sexuality, not descriptive, objective categories but as analytical tools
which are used to name positions of power.

MON24JUL
ARTIST TALK: GRAYSON PERRY @ ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY
19:00 (£4/£5)
Grayson Perry talks about his work and his Serpentine exhibition, The Most
Popular Art Exhibition Ever’

WED26JUL – SUN30JUL
QUEER SPIRIT FESTIVAL 2017 @ THOULSTONE PARK EVENTS
(CHAPMANSLADE)
£145 / £110 / £95
At Queer Spirit Festival a diverse range of groups will come together to offer
ceremonies, rituals, workshops, discussions, drumming, dancing, arts, music
and more. Participants get the chance to try out activities they may not have
tried before or reconnect with things they love! Like all good festivals there
will also be cabaret, cafe’s (vegetarian & vegan), stalls, spa and healing areas
and plenty of places to chill-out.

FRI28JUL – SUN05NOV
COMING OUT: SEXUALITY, GENDER AND IDENTITY @ WALKER ART
GALLERY (LIVERPOOL)
Coming Out: Sexuality, Gender and Identity will bring together a diverse
range of artists who have used their work to explore sexuality and gender
identity since 1967.The exhibition will reveal the findings of over two years
of research by the Gallery into LGBT history, visual culture, its collection and
the Arts Council Collection, revealing hidden queer histories and institutional
blind spots that will be addressed through the exhibition’s programme of
events and performances.
The exhibition will include artists David Hockney, Steve McQueen, LINDER,
James Richards and Sarah Lucas among others, as well as new acquisitions
to the Walker’s collection, generously funded by the Art Fund New Collecting
Award scheme.

SAT29JUL
THE VIGILS: RITES @ PERFORMANCE SPACE
The Vigils are about holding space to think, reflect and act. A series of
four performance events giving platform to the urgent thematics of Black,
Rites, Earth and Sex. Events will take place from 7-10pm on the advertised
date with a gathering to unpack the work the following day (times to be
announced closer to each event).

THU29JUL
NON BINARY IN TECH @ GOLDSMITHS
11:00-18:00
Non Binary in Tech is a free one-day event that focuses on highlighting the
amazing work of people who identify partly or solely outside of the gender
binary in the technology industry. Our theme for talks is “What excites you
about technology?”.
NBiT will be made up of a wide range of speakers, covering a broad
spectrum of topics around technology. Our theme for talks is “What excites
you about technology?”.

FRI30JUN
VIRTUAL EMBRACE SYMPOSIUM @ RES.
16:00-20:00
Through performance, screening and discussion, Virtual Embrace will
explore the streamed, disrupted, bodily substance - intimate, awkward, live,
therapeutic, sexual, alchemical.
Kit Galloway and Sherrie Rabinowitz’s 1980 public communication sculpture
‘Hole In Space’ connected pedestrians on the streets of NYC and LA via
life-size transmitted video projections of themselves in a strangely intimate
science fiction fantasy. Nearly 40 years later what we are now familiar
with as a ‘live feed’ thanks to the ubiquity of Wi-Fi, Skype and FaceTime,
is invariably interrupted by the friction of imperfect technology. Jittering,
rather than flowing from source to mouth, the fantasy of the encrypted
liquid body is interrupted and awkwardly jerks one back to the material lack
of physical proximity.

STILL SHOWING
TILL SUN09JUL
ZABLUDOWICZ COLLECTION INVITES: BEA BONAFINI @ ZABLUDOWICZ
Through the production of colourful and sensuous objects and environments, London-based Italian artist Bea Bonafini explores
how images and material can suggest an intimate connection between people. Testing the notion of comfort, her installations
and performances operate on the boundary between functionality and the aesthetic. Bonafini stretches familiar forms to make
welcoming spaces suddenly feel uneasy, as if one is being consumed by rich decorative surfaces and layers of history.
TILL SUN09JUL
GRAPHIC WITNESS @ DRAWING ROOM
Graphic Witness demonstrates the power of drawing to challenge and question, its capacity to record and reflect protest, and to
produce images that bear witness to social injustice and even the horrors of war. The drawings move beyond documentation of
man’s inhumanity to man, and become active agents in understanding how political ideals are corrupted, and a reminder not to
stand by, but to act.
TILL SUN09JUL
YOU ARE LOOKING AT SOMETHING THAT NEVER OCCURRED @ ZABLUDOWICZ
You Are Looking at Something That Never Occurred brings together artists who use photography as a tool with which to question
the boundaries between past and present, the factual and the fictional. Drawing from the Zabludowicz Collection, works produced
over a 40 year period by 14 artists explore photography’s ability to suggest moments that are far from certain.
TILL FRI14JUL
#70, WE ARE WATCHING: OZ IN LONDON @ CHELSEA SPACE
The exhibition, We Are Watching: OZ in London, will explore the creative output of a range of the magazine’s contributors over the
six years that it was based in London. As well as focusing on the obscenity trial* against the editors that took place in 1971, the
exhibition will highlight many of the social and political issues that were addressed within the magazine.
TILL SUN16JUL
SHE WHO SEES THE UNKNOWN: YAJOOJ MAJOOJ @ THE PHOTOGRAPHERS GALLERY
Researching dark goddesses, monstrous and Jinn female figures of Middle-Eastern origin, Allahyari’s work for the Media Wall
considers the effects of digital colonialism and refiguring as a feminist practice, while devising a narrative through magic and poeticspeculative storytelling, re-appropriation of traditional mythologies, collaging, meshing, scanning, and archiving.
TILL FRI23JUL
TRANS PRIDE SUMMER SEASON @ MARLBOROUGH THEATRE (BRIGHTON)
Join us for a month of performance by trans & non-binary artists in the lead up to the 5th Trans Pride Brighton.
Featuring: Cassils / Alok Vaid-Menon / Trans Pride Art Night / Punk Band Project / Phoenix Thomas / Charlie Craggs Emma
Frankland / LGBTQ History Club
TILL FRI28JUL
FRANCISCO COPELLO: MI ARTE ES MI CUERPO (MY ART IS MY BODY) @ CECILIA BRUNSON PROJECTS
Combining photographs and collages, the works span over three decades. Central to all of the works is Copello himself – whether
capturing previous performance pieces in the elaborate collages or using himself as the subject. He embodied the concept of what
he described as ‘living art’. Within the depictions, the artist explores a multitude of complex issues, ranging from sexual ambiguity
and identity, to national identity.
TILL SAT29JUL
ALICE NEEL: UPTOWN @ VICTORIA MIRO
Curated by the celebrated US critic and author Hilton Als, Alice Neel, Uptown focuses on paintings and drawings made by the artist
during the five decades in which she lived and worked in upper Manhattan, first in Spanish (East) Harlem, where she moved in
1938, and, later, the Upper West Side, where she lived from 1962 until her death in 1984.
TILL SAT29JUL
IDA APPLEBROOG @ HAUSER & WIRTH
Applebroog’s subject is a sustained enquiry into the polemics of human relations. She appropriates mainstream media in
innovative ways and transforms her canvases into structural elements, effectively questioning the viewer’s active involvement in her
works.
TILL SAT29JUL
LEE LOZANO @ HAUSER & WIRTH
Since her death in 1999 Lozano’s career has been subject to an intensive re-evaluation. She left behind a body of work striking
formal breadth and complexity, embracing figurative painting in creamy impasto, obscenely comic drawings, minimal abstraction
and Dialogue and Language pieces.
TILL SAT29JUL
DROP CITY: CHOREOGRAPHY @ ARCADE
The exhibition takes as its starting point the work of the French writer/director Marguerite Duras and in particular, two of her films:
India Song (1975) and Baxter, Vera Baxter (1977). Both films trace the choreography of these central lacunae who delineate and
encrypt desire but are themselves disconnected from any emotional life. These ‘lovers without love’ act as the critical centre point
in much of Duras’ work.
TILL SAT29JUL
REHERSALS FROM THE KOREAN AVANT GARDE PERFORMANCE ARCHIVE @ KOREAN CULTURAL CENTRE
The exhibition explores the development of South Korea’s performance art scene during the late 60s and 70s. Fostered in an
atmosphere of rebellion against an unyielding political regime, and a social order which sought to restrict and control the body and
conscience of its citizens, artists turned to performance as a medium for creative expression.
TILL SAT29JUL
PHILIP GUSTON LAUGHTER IN THE DARK, DRAWINGS FROM 1971 & 1975 @ HAUSER AND WIRTH
The upheavals of 1960s made Guston increasingly uncomfortable with abstract painting, and his work eventually developed into
the highly original cartoon-styled realism for which he is now best known. This took him back to his early years - to the style of the
comics he loved as a boy, and to the imagery of hooded Klansmen that he first explored in the 1930s.
TILL MON31JUL
31 WOMEN @ BREESE LITTLE
31 Women channels the pioneering spirit of the exhibition at Peggy Guggenheim’s New York gallery in 1943. Featuring artists within
Guggenheim’s circle, 31 Women will combine work by successive generations of practitioners from the 1940s to the present day.
TILL SAT12AUG
MONIQUE FRYDMAN @ PARASOL UNIT
Frydman’s work has been questioning the vision of colour in three dimensions and the disorientations it entails for more than
twenty years. Or, like Bruce Nauman and Dan Graham, exploring the body’s movement in space. Like this generation, she
investigates the ways the body’s passage through the space modifies the architecture; like these artists, she takes an interest in
echoes, transparency and reflections.
TILL FRI01SEP
INTO THE UNKNOWN- A JOURNEY THROUGH SCIENCE FICTION @ THE BARBICAN
(£14.50/£12)
Into the Unknown brings together artists, designers, filmmakers, SFX specialists, musicians and writers all testing the boundaries of
reality through some of the most experimental works of all time. Alongside a dedicated exhibition catalogue, a public programme
will accompany the exhibition, including film screenings of Science Fiction cults and classics, musical performances and a series of
talk events in partnership with New Scientist and Penguin Classics.
TILL SUN03SEP
BENEDICT DREW: THE TRICKLE-DOWN SYNDROME @ WHITECHAPEL GALLERY
Drew invites viewers through a dizzying array of kaleidoscopic projections, vividly coloured video screens, experimental synthesizer
compositions, hand-drawn landscapes, large-scale banners, human-shaped sculptures, a tiered stage, painted canvas tambourines
and an accompanying audio narrative all coming together to take visitors on an emotional and sensory journey.
TILL SUN03SEP
A HANDFUL OF DUST @ WHITECHAPEL GALLERY
A Handful of Dust is a speculative history of the 20th century, tracing a visual journey through the imagery of dust from aerial
reconnaissance, wartime destruction and natural disasters to urban decay, domestic dirt and forensics.
TILL SUN10SEP
GRAYSON PERRY: THE MOST POPULAR ART EXHIBITION EVER! @ SERPENTINE GALLERY
This summer Grayson Perry, one of the most astute commentators on contemporary society and culture, will present a major
exhibition of new work. The works will touch on many themes including popularity and art, masculinity and the current cultural
landscape.
TILL SUN10SEP
THE PLACE IS HERE @ SOUTH LONDON GALLERY
The Place is Here presents work by over twenty black artists and collectives working in 1980s Britain. Shown across the South
London Gallery and Middlesborough Institute of Modern Art, the exhibition spans painting, film, photography and archival material
from this pivotal decade in British culture and politics.
TILL SUN17SEP
DREAMERS AWAKE @ WHITE CUBE, BERMONDSEY
This thematic exhibition brings together over 100 works by women artists to explore sexual politics, eroticism, mysticism and
identity. Rarely seen paintings by key figures associated with the original Surrealist movement, such as Eileen Agar and Leonora
Carrington, are shown alongside modern and contemporary artists including Louise Bourgeois & Tracey Emin, Claude Cahun, Mona
Hatoum, Linder, Laurie Simmons, Gillian Wearing, Hannah Wilke and many more.
TILL SUN17SEP
PERFUME @ SOMERSET HOUSE
Discover a vibrant new perfume scene, the contemporary cult perfumes shaking up scent culture and the unseen works of art
worn on our skin. Contemporary perfume provocateurs are dispensing with traditional high gloss communication concepts, gender
boundaries and conventional notions of good taste.
TILL TUE19SEP
GAY UK: LOVE, LAW AND LIBERTY @ THE BRITISH LIBRARY
From the trial of Oscar Wilde to the Same Sex Marriage Act, through personal testimony, public protest, art and culture. Explore
original manuscripts, rare printed items, oral history recordings and campaign material from the Library’s collection.
TILL SAT23SEP
MARC QUINN: DRAWN FROM LIFE @ SIR JOHN SOANE’S MUSEUM
Marc Quinn: Drawn from Life will see a series of ethereal fragmentary sculptures, made in collaboration with his partner, a dancer,
placed among the multiple antique casts and sculptures that fill the Museum. These new works, created from life casts and
fabricated in fibreglass, connect the classical language of the fragment to the present, revealing its resonance with contemporary
life.
TILL SUN01OCT
QUEER BRITISH ART 1861–1967 @ TATE BRITAIN
Featuring works from 1861–1967 relating to lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans and queer (LGBTQ) identities, the show marks the 50th
anniversary of the partial decriminalisation of male homosexuality in England. Queer British Art explores how artists expressed
themselves in a time when established assumptions about gender and sexuality were being questioned and transformed. With
paintings, drawings, personal photographs and film from artists such as John Singer Sargent, Dora Carrington, Duncan Grant and
David Hockney the diversity of queer British art is celebrated as never before.

OPEN CALLS
DEADLINE MON03JUL
OPEN CALL FOR A CREATIVE LIVE ARTWALK HOSTED BY LIVIA RITA/ REWILD @ UGLY DUCK, LONDON
For artists, fashion designers, costume makers, sculptors and all other creatives to design ONE OR MORE outfits, costumes or
wearable paintings/ sculptures for a LIVE ARTWALK to take place in London on 1st, 2nd and 3rd September.
for more info email anjali.prasharsavoie@hotmail.fr
DEADLINE FRI07JUL
SCRATCH IT! ON ‘WOMEN, HEALTH AND WELL-BEING’
This is a call-out is addressed to emerging artists aged 18-29 working with theatre or live art, and who are seeking feedback on a
work related to ‘Women, Health and Well-Being’. A Scratch is about sharing a piece of work with the public at an early stage of its
development. It aims to provide participants with a chance to test out new ideas with the guarantee of constructive feedback.
DEADLINE SUN23JUL
CALL FOR ARTISTS: FEMFEST @ UGLY DUCK
On the 5th-9th September 2017 Sweet ‘Art will be hosting their first fem focused festival in collaboration with Ugly Duck called
femfest. All works must explore the theme of women, ‘femininity’ and ‘feminine’ identity. This can be an exploration of the female
form, gender identity, feminist issues, social and political issues and constructs or personal accounts and perspectives. Works can
celebrate, critique, challenge, ridicule and reflect notions of ‘femininity’ in our society and internationally.
CALL OUT FOR PERFORMERS & DOMESTIC SPACES / SPACES OF INHABITATION
Artist and curator Monika Bancyr De Angeli would like to invite performance artists to take part in the performance event
happening 23rd of July 2017. The new performance series titled ‘The Process’ will be taking place in domestic/inhabited spaces bimonthly. The first edition will take place in a garden in Stamford Hill, London.
The title of the first event of is ‘The Cruising Garden’.
The curator is also looking for ‘space owners’, or enthusiasts, that would be interested in hosting bi-monthly performance events
in their homes, lofts, half-built houses, gardens, sheds, garages, cellars, private collections, private rooms or any other spaces that
are tainted with human memories, experiences, objects. Places inhabited by human presence, disappearance, absence. Each event
happens in a different space (it can be more than one space).
Please send your expression of interest / short proposal to theprocess@mail.com

